Thanks for Watching: An Anthropological Study of Video Sharing on YouTube
By Patricia G. Lange
Study Guide - Digital Cultures Course

Chapter 1 – Introduction (pp. 3-31)
The introduction explains the multi-year ethnographic research project and the book’s goal of re-theorizing core anthropological concepts by studying socially-oriented video bloggers on YouTube. It explains how the book will challenge discourses such as the supposed offline/online binary, over-hyped concerns about narcissism, and assumptions that anonymity online cannot spur meaningful interaction. It introduces how Lefebvre’s concept of rhythm analysis will be used throughout the book.

Key Words: video blogging (vlogging); ethnography; participant-observation; community; reciprocity; chronotopes; posthumanism; narcissism; anonymity; monetization; commercialization; Lefebvre’s rhythm analysis; video’s “pace of receptive vitality”; “third wave of networked access”; computer modalities

Discussion Questions

1. What is “YouTube”? What is its history? What are its multiple meanings and connotations of usage? How might it serve as an orienting framework for studying sociality through video sharing?

2. What is anthropologist James Clifford’s idea of a “partial view” of a culture? The book offers a “partial view” of YouTube (6). How does any study of YouTube represent a “partial view” of its uses and meanings? Why does the book say it will offer an “alternative narrative” of YouTube (6-7)?

3. What is the book’s methodology? How does temporality and Lefebvre’s idea of rhythm analysis inform its approach? How does its methodology differ from prior ethnographies and studies of digital interaction?

4. Examine the lines of evidence that the book draws on for its analysis (11-14). Why might it be useful to involve multiple types of data in the analysis? What might be learned from interviews, observations, examining videos, and actually participating on the site that might not be learned from the other methods?

5. Many studies of YouTube focus on analyzing videos. How might other forms of data collection deepen understanding of maintaining sociality through video sharing? Does a person studying video sharing need to maintain their own channel/account on the site they are studying to understand it? Explain.

6. What is the “third wave of networked access” (17-18). What are the first two waves? How close or far are we from achieving democratized access to the internet? What is meant by “internet access”?

7. How does the book define “modality” in its analysis of video sharing? Why might focusing on “degree of intensity” and “type” of mediation be more productive than analyzing online versus offline interaction?

8. Why is terminology about networked interaction complicated (18-21)? Is YouTube interaction real? Virtual? Actual? Physical? How is interaction between online and offline “blurred” in your experience?

9. Scholars have claimed that video is inherently narcissistic. Why does Lange argue that it is problematic to use pathological psychological terms to characterize everyday video sharing? What criteria should be used to determine when media is narcissistic?

10. Online interaction is said to be anonymous, yet Lange argues that this is an overstated assumption. Discuss how certain in-person interactions are experienced as anonymous, and how types of online interaction take place between people who know each other.
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Chapter 2 – YouTube Initiation: Participating Through a Camera (pp. 32-68)

Lefebvre argued that social insight may be revealed by attending to cycles and stages of interaction over time. This chapter analyzes the initiation phase of joining YouTube and argues that online narcissism claims are overblown. The chapter identifies a centripetal, creative, and social force pulling YouTubers into a democratized vision of sharing videos, thus illustrating Jenkins’ idea of “participatory cultures.” The book also tackles criticisms of participant-observation. Participating through a camera collapses observation and activity in a way that reclaims this concept in video making circles and in anthropology.

Key Words: Lefebvre’s rhythm analysis; narcissism; exhibitionism; participatory cultures; participant-observation; observation of participation; invisible wall in documentary filmmaking; videoactive context; centripetal participatory forces; media ideology; participation dilemma; prideful conundrum

Discussion Questions

1. What is the typical origin story for YouTubers in the book when they first encountered the site? What was your origin story with regard to posting on social media? Have you experimented with different accounts, or have you maintained a single, consistent presence on each site? How does your self-presentation differ or stay the same across different type of social media?

2. Under what circumstances should a documentary filmmaker maintain an “invisible wall” of filmmaking, and what circumstances might invite more participatory, vlogging-style recording?

3. What constitutes “participation” on YouTube? Drawing on the definition by Henry Jenkins, does Lange argue that YouTube supports “participatory cultures” (36-37)? Explain. What is the role of a “lurker” in a robust participatory culture (50-54)?

4. What does it mean to say that a video is “narcissistic”? What are the qualities of a narcissistic video? Why does Lange argue that discourses of narcissism tend to be “cyclical”?

5. The text cites evidence that behaviors labeled narcissistic might actually be labeled “exhibitionist” (43-44; Maddox 2017). What is the difference? Why might it be important to make this distinction? What role does temporality play in expressions of video narcissism over time?

6. When should something be recorded and when should someone put down the camera? What does it mean to say “life is footage”? How do these views constitute “media ideologies” (56; Gershon 2010)?

7. Is participant-observation an oxymoron? How do criticisms of this concept potentially reinforce outdated Cartesian mind/body dualisms?

8. Why does Lange suggest that the video drum circle is an apt metaphor for creating video sharing platforms that support sociality? How does it promote what Lefebvre referred to as “eurhythmia”?

9. What does Müller mean by the “participation dilemma” (67)? How are digital participants faced with a “prideful conundrum” (67; Lange 2014) when learning new skills in public? Is there a solution to these dilemmas?

10. How did Lange’s role as a participant in the community impact the data she collected and the analysis in the book?
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Chapter 3 – Growing Closer: Sharing Time and Space (pp. 69-106)
Continuing with Lefebvre’s rubric, the chapter analyzes early growth phases of participating on YouTube. The chapter subverts the mythos that interaction exists in an offline/online binary. Video blogging is an inter-threaded activity. Both are required for experiencing fully-realized sociality. YouTube became emplaced through grassroots gatherings, thus demonstrating the intimate relationship between place and mediation. The chapter expands on Bakhtin’s idea of the chronotope, which means time-space, to deepen understanding of YouTubers’ sense of a shared social history. The chapter introduces the concept of chronotopic chains of rhythmic sociality.

Key Words: emplacement; communities of practice; purposeful sampling; mediascape; meshworks; communitas; chronotopes; rhythmic chains of sociality; participatory fungibility; home mode media; inalienable forms of exchange

Discussion Questions
1. How did place play a role in the analysis of social video sharing on YouTube? Why is place important to consider when studying digital cultures?

2. How might YouTube be seen, not just as a website, but as a “medicascape” in Appadurai’s sense?

3. YouTubers arguably felt a sense of what Turner called “communitas.” Describe the characteristics of communitas and identify the events and experiences that enabled participants to feel a sense of “communitas” with other YouTubers.

4. Lange suggests that YouTube meet-ups functioned as what Bakhtin called “chronotopes.” How did the in-person meet-ups function in this way? How did they become what Lange calls chronotopic chains of sociality?

5. Review Sobchack’s phenomenological discussion of the different ways of experiencing media (fiction, documentary, film-souvenir). What is the difference between experiencing media in Lange’s book as documentary versus home mode media?

6. Richard Chalfen proposed the term “home mode” media to describe personal media such as photographs and home movies with strongly interpersonal themes (97). Pini found that home mode media has expanded considerably. What did Pini find with regard to new ways in which home mode media is recorded and shared? What themes did Pini identify that Lange found in her study of YouTube sociality?

7. What constitutes “home mode” media on social media sites today? How does sharing media on social media sites change the concept of the home mode, or how might it stay the same?

8. How does temporality play a role in understanding YouTubers’ video sharing experiences?

9. What are the three major types of participatory fungibility that Lange describes? What are the differences between them? Name some examples to illustrate their differences. Why is this rubric used in place of the online/offline binary to understand mediated interaction?

10. What evidence does the chapter offer that the online/offline binary framework is no longer a meaningful way of understanding human interaction and sociality? What examples from your own experience challenge this binary?
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Chapter 4 – Synching Up Through Reciprocity (pp. 107-144)
A common assumption is that we are losing a warm sense of reciprocity online due to rampant narcissism. Reciprocity is also assumed to be a panacea for drawing people together. This chapter complicates both assumptions. Reciprocities exist on YouTube, including mutual pledges to view media and offer assistance in hard times. The chapter analyzes diverse forms of reciprocity, some of them instrumental or negatively self-serving. Among socially-motivated YouTubers, bids at more cynical forms of reciprocity were rejected in order to maintain a democratized atmosphere for video sharing. Gratitude often emerged not from a prior gift, but from more general appreciation of a person existing and sharing their message.

Key Words: reciprocity; regard; balanced reciprocity; generalized reciprocity; negative reciprocity; attention economy; media reciprocity; video reciprocity; context collapse; pace of receptive vitality; temporal sensitivities

Discussion Questions

1. Review your personal feelings about reciprocity. Do you feel compelled to return a favor? Do you feel you are ethically obligated to return a favor someone does for you? Articulate the conditions under which you feel the need to return a favor, and the circumstances that absolve you from engaging in reciprocity?

2. Reflect on your views of media reciprocity. Under what circumstances do you feel the need to like someone who has liked your post? When do you comment back to someone who has commented on your work? When do you follow someone who has followed you on social media? Explain.

3. How is reciprocity typically defined in social media research (112)? How did it differ among the socially-oriented YouTubers? Which version feels closest to your own experiences on social media?

4. What is “emotional reciprocity” (112)? In an era of “context collapse,” what happens when tokens of emotional reciprocity are also read as commercial? What kinds of complications might ensue?

5. What is homeomorphic reciprocity (114)? What is heteromorphic reciprocity (114)? What are some examples of each in terms of video reciprocities? Is saying “Thanks for watching” at the end of a video a sincere expression of reciprocity (gratitude is being reciprocated for a viewer taking the time out of their lives to watch a video)? Or is it merely a formulaic way for making audiences feel engaged?

6. What are temporal sensitivities (115)? Why do YouTubers who are interested in sociality consider them to be important?

7. Under what circumstances did socially-oriented YouTubers eschew reciprocity? How did they respond to requests for mutual subscriptions (I’ll subscribe to you if you subscribe to me, or “sub for sub”)? How do such requests appear on other social media? How are they generally received? Is it always narcissistic to withhold requests for reciprocity?

8. What does Weiner mean by calling certain objects “inalienable” (129)? What behaviors did Lange identify as “inalienable” and thus not easily given away or interchanged? How does withholding reciprocity increase social media participants’ statuses?

9. What is the difference between gift inducing reciprocity and liking reciprocity (140)?

10. According to Simmel, reciprocity at root is not about receiving things, or having feelings about things received, but rather indexes basic gratitude that a person exists in the world. How do we know what is being reciprocated in any encounter: a thing, a feeling, or general gratitude that a person is in our life?
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Chapter 5 – What Defines a Community? (pp. 145-186)
Community is a cornerstone anthropological concept, yet its definition is fraught with disagreement. This chapter discusses the peak of a Lefebvrian cycle, in this case achieving community. It analyzes public responses to my research video called What Defines a Community? which received 1 million views. Interviewees said that the site facilitated community. A random sample of comments posted to the video included a higher proportion of interaction with video content than hatery. The chapter concluded that the term community retains vitality but as a placeholder term that facilitates discourse on sociality. Under the right circumstances, academic public engagement may encourage discussion on anthropological concepts.

Key Words: community; imagined community; para-ethnography; random sample; interpellation; aberrant reading; anonymity; pseudonymity; viral media; viral topic; community as processual

Discussion Questions

1. Before reading the chapter, develop a working definition of community. Describe its attributes in your mind very carefully. For inspiration consider factors such as place, emotion, culture, religion, interests, and other factors.

2. Screen the video What Defines a Community? on YouTube. What are the criteria that interviewees use to articulate parameters of community? How are they similar or different to your views?

3. How have definitions of community changed over time? Articulate Benedict Anderson’s (153-155) ideas of imagined community. What evidence from the video and chapter suggest that YouTubers’ social configuration resembled an imagined community? In what ways might all communities be “imagined”? 

4. Lange states that she did not moderate comments, even hater comments. Methodologically, what are advantages and disadvantages of not moderating public comments on a video? How does moderation affect data collection as well as analysis? Is it possible to maintain neutrality with regard to comment moderation? Are comments now pointless online? Explain.

5. What is a para-ethnography (158-159)? How does the use of commentary posted to an academic video invite viewers into the research project itself?

6. According to Lange, some of the commenters engaged in “aberrant readings” of the video. What constitutes an “aberrant reading” of visual material? What steps might researchers and educators take to deal with aberrant readings both online and in the classroom? Do solutions differ according to whether the readings are taking place in person or online, or are there similar strategies?

7. What role did anonymity play in comment postings? How does Lange’s research challenge the idea that anonymity is always toxic to online discourse? In what scenarios does anonymity play a key role in prompting civic engagement?

8. How does pseudonymity differ from anonymity? What circumstances online show more pseudonymous interaction versus absolute anonymity? How does pseudonymity impact digital interaction?

9. Some scholars believe that social media, particularly YouTube, are no place for civic engagement. What evidence from the text and from your own experience supports this critique? What evidence refutes it?

10. Lange suggests that community should not be considered an entity but rather as a “process.” Explain how this concept differs from defining community as a social science term.
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Chapter 6 – Portals to the Posthuman (pp. 187-224)
Posthumanism is a controversial concept that is often dismissed as the stuff of science fiction. Yet YouTube is already a site of the posthuman, if the term connotes a collective of “alters” or alternative, digital, versions of ourselves. Collectives of uncontrollable alters provide reassurances and anxieties about how our images and mediated message are (mis)used. The chapter discusses the end of Lefebvre’s temporal cycle, in this case of participation on a social media site. Demarcations of ending include leaving the site due to disinterest, death, and digital migration. Not only people, but also YouTube has yielded alters as people migrate to other social media while retaining an ideal of YouTube as an orienting social frame.

Key Words: posthumanism; alters; digital legacy; YouTube as a site of the posthuman; post-YouTube; augmentation; asymmetrical augmentation; posthuman collective; posthuman tremendum; digital migration; radical migration; conceptual migration; in-migration; digital diaspora

Discussion Questions

1. How does the text define “posthuman”? Why is it a controversial term? In what way is YouTube a site of the posthuman?

2. What happens to the notion of the individual in posthumanity? How does a sense of self change in a posthuman configuration?

3. What is asymmetrical augmentation? What does Lange find such enhancements problematic from a social justice point of view?

4. How did algorithmically-driven search engines seem to exacerbate problems with regard to a video creators’ self-representation? What other technical features on YouTube and on social media influence construction of digital self-presentation?

5. What happens when a person passes away? What happens to their social media account? Should people be given the right to shape their social media legacy? Brainstorm specific policies that social media companies might implement to respect the wishes of their users.

6. Lefebvre asserted that the media “day” never ended and in fact had “neither beginning nor end.” How does the book’s evidence support or challenge that assertion in today’s digital landscape?

7. What are the different types of digital migration that Lange proposes (216-220)? Which types have you experienced? Which types are more or least common? Why?

8. Of the ethnographic vignettes presented in the chapter, which one feels the most compelling to you? Which one illustrates qualities of the posthuman most clearly?

9. What does Lange mean by suggesting that alters of a “post-YouTube” now exist on other sites? Do other social media sites exhibit similar migration and conceptual dynamics?

10. Have we now reached an age of posthumanity? What would it take to get there? How will we know we have arrived?
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Chapter 7 – Living with Arrhythmia: Prospects for Renewal (pp. 225-252)

Lefebvre advocated studying a social cycle from birth to achieving a peak, and then to its final end. This chapter extends this cycle by considering how new, interactive features might prompt renewal of sociality on YouTube. The introduction of monetization arguably hastened the end of a participatory cycle for one group of social YouTubers. Yet, sociality might be revived through more interactive designs and participatory strategies. The chapter investigates arrhythmias, or misalignments in temporally interactive expectations between video makers, audiences, and the automated algorithms that assess success on YouTube. Future video sharing sites will quite likely have to address these tensions if sites with multiple purposes—such as monetization of creative effort as well as sociality—are to succeed.

**Key Words:** arrhythmia; polyrhythmia; return videos; multi-channel networks (MCNs; networks); temporal padding; burn-out; algorithms

**Discussion Questions**

1. What tensions did YouTubers experience as the site began its monetization trajectory? Are such tensions inevitable? Are there mechanisms to help deal with these tensions? Are these solutions technical or cultural? How did some of these tensions manifest in temporal ways?

2. How does a discussion of renewing interest in socially-oriented vlogging extend Lefebvre’s cycle that moves from beginning (birth) to end (death)?

3. What was the role of multi-channel networks (also called MCNs or simply networks) in YouTube’s changing ecology? How did they impact participatory dynamics on the site?

4. How did the dynamics of meeting in person change after gatherings became monetized by commercial companies? What were some of the differences in their participatory parameters? Have you been to large-scale meet-ups? What is the dynamic like and how does it compare to the YouTubers’ experiences?

5. What constitutes democratized participation on video sharing sites for the socially-motivated YouTubers whom Lange studied?

6. What technical, temporal, and creative factors caused burn-out for many video makers on YouTube? What steps did they take to address burn-out?

7. How did the vignette about Roberto Blake illustrate what some believe to be more positive aspects of posthumanity?

8. Lange suggests that video sharing sites that try to balance creativity, sociality, and monetization will likely have to negotiate “arrhythmias” of participation for the foreseeable future. What factors might lead to this state?

9. Is monetization of creative work (such as videos) incompatible with sincere sociality?

10. What prompted dynamics of YouTube extremism on the site? What factors might address such extremism? Will solutions likely rest in technical features such as training algorithms or using systems of machine learning to avoid showcasing extreme videos? Or will solutions depend on human editors and viewers to provide a balanced and thoughtful viewing environment?
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Chapter 8 – Conclusion (pp. 253–282)

Anthropological concepts retain vitality in new media idioms, but in certain contexts they must be reworked to understand contemporary lived experiences that draw on multiple modalities. The chapter recommends strategies such as achieving empathy, analyzing interactive temporalities, studying forms of emplacement, and noting key participatory nuances. YouTube’s monetization trajectory should not be considered as an inevitability for all future video sharing, but was rather one pathway to success. Drawing on post-phenomenology theory, the conclusion advocates invoking a form of “anti-memory” that calls for temporarily forgetting YouTube’s specific monetization trajectory to establish new paradigms for achieving media-driven sociality.

Key Words: alternative narrative; anti-memory; histories of the future; diversionary discourses; emplacement; spectatorial literacies; digital divide; culture; style

Discussion Questions

1. Which anthropological concepts appeared in forms that are quite similar to the anthropological record? Which concepts appear to need updating given parameters and frameworks of digital interaction?

2. Why is it important to analyze alternative narratives of technical histories that present a different story in comparison to mainstream narratives? What is “anti-memory” and why is it important for thinking about the creation of future user-friendly platforms that support video sociality? How does the book create a “history of the future?”

3. Lange suggests that social media sites may have a commonly shared general trajectory. Describe that trajectory. What are the different components of a “life cycle” for a social media site? Explore whether the sites you have used appear to confirm or contradict that observation.

4. Examine Lange’s proposed framework for studying future video sharing and other social media sites (261-281). Which attributes strike you as the most important? Why?

5. What is a diversionary discourse? What are the three diversionary discourses that Lange addresses in her book? Why does Lange argue that they must be critically interrogated in order to create more democratic and accessible social platforms in the future?

6. Why does Lange argue that it is important to consider temporality and temporal trajectories in understanding digitally-supported interaction?

7. Examine image 8.1 on p. 276. What point is Lange making by including this image? Is it necessary to make the argument? Or could the argument have been made without the image? Reconsider all images in the text and discuss their role in illustrating or supporting particular arguments. Do they illustrate themes or do they offer new evidence and information?

8. Taylor argues that anthropologists and other scholars are afraid of images. Are people in your social groups or culture “afraid” of images? Why do images cause so much pleasure and yet distress people? What is the visual ethnographer’s responsibility to others when doing research? What is their ethical obligation to themselves?

9. What is the notion of “style” and how does it differ from ideas about “culture” in understanding human interaction?

10. How is the linguistic notion of “style” helpful for understanding how to map out next steps for designing new social platforms of video interaction?
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